intersection of race and gender, and gets students to connect material to their own experiences (for example, drawing a parallel between occupational segregation in the labour market segregation and students' decisions to sit in racially segregated rows). It is easy to see race as a black and white issue, and forget that race, as well as gender, is culturally constructed (for example, the official Canadian definition of "visible minorities" includes Arabs but not Jews). Introducing race and gender into economics is a on-going project. This volume is a valuable beginning.

Frances Woolley
Carleton University

The Last Laugh
...on the death of a fellow brakeman
(for Don Stafford)

You died last night
at Redwood
sacrificed to the beast
we thought asleep

he shook awake
and clutched you to him
a brief instant only
to stare
to topple towards
that open maw

I have years
to look

and wonder when next
he will twist
my taunts
into his own
steel-toothed grin

Prashant Ziskind